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ABSTRACT
We present an extraction tool that computes parasitic inter-

connect parameters with temperature-dependent dielectrics. A
stationary electro-thermal analysis is performed, followed by the
capacitance extraction, taking the permittivity as function of the
temperature distribution into account. The tool is based on the fi-
nite element method for two- and three-dimensional analyses of
interconnect structures. The simulation package includes a lay-
out file converter as well as a geometry processing and a mesh
generation engine, thus allowing a fully automatic layout to ca-
pacitance extraction. Our approach has been designed for highly
accurate capacitance calculation in modestly large simulation do-
mains, but not for full chip extraction. The main module com-
putes the resistances, capacitances and inductances of the inter-
connect structures, the distribution of the electric potential, the
temperature, and the current density.

INTRODUCTION
Recently, low-k materials gain importance as interline di-

electrics. For some of these materials (e.g. fluorinated amor-
phous carbon (Fujii et al., 1998)) the permittivity depends signif-
icantly on the temperature, and beyond the thermal conductivity
is lower than the oxide’s one, hence thermal simulations are of
increasing importance.

State of the art capacitance extraction tools can only analyze
structures with constant permittivity. Our program package sup-
ports a model for temperature-dependent permittivity and can be
applied for optimization of interconnect structures as well as for
studies to verify the reliability of interconnects.

MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND
For the numerical calculation of Joule self-heating effects

two partial differential equations have to be solved.

div
�
γEgradϕ ��� 0 (1)

gives the electric potentialϕ and needs to be solved only inside
domains of conductive material.γE denotes the electric conduc-
tivity. Then the power loss density p is obtained by computing

p � γE
�
gradϕ � 2 � (2)

The heat conduction equation is solved to obtain the temperature
distribution

div
�
γT gradT ����� p � (3)
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γT represents the thermal conductivity. The temperature depen-
dence of the conductivities is modeled by

γ
�
T ��� γ0

1 � α
�
T � T0 �	� (4)

whereγ0 is the thermal or electrical conductivity at the reference
temperature 300 K andα is the temperature coefficient of the
specified material.

After the numerical calculation of the Joule self-heating the
capacitance extraction is tackled. The solution of the Laplace
equation inside the insulator domain gives the potentialϕ:

div
�
ε
�
T ;x � y � z � gradϕ �
� 0 � (5)

ε denotes the permittivity tensor, whereby dependence on the
temperature is modeled as in (4). Conductor surfaces are repre-
sented by Dirichlet boundary conditions. Forn conductorsn � 1
simulations with different voltages on each conductor are per-
formed. The energy of the electric field is derived from the calcu-
lated potential distribution for each simulation run and the partial
capacitances are calculated thereof.

THE PROGRAM PACKAGE
The SMART ANALYSIS PROGRAMS (Sabelka and Selber-

herr, 2001) uses the finite element method to solve above equa-
tions. Thereto, the program package includes preprocessors for
geometry modeling and generating the grid. The program CUT-
GRID is used for two-dimensional applications and LAYGRID
for three-dimensional applications. The latter allows a layer-
based input of the simulation geometry and the specification of
the boundary conditions on the borders of each simulation sub-
domain. Furthermore, the gridder DELINK (Fleischmann et al.,
1999) is used to provide a fully unstructured grid.

APPLICATION EXAMPLE
Figure 1 shows the temperature distribution as contour sur-

faces representation of a Tungsten-via and a neighboring line in
dual-damascene technique. In spite of the high resistance at the
bottom of the W-plug (high heat generation rate) a large area of
the tungsten-via is exposed to elevated temperature. This is be-
cause the thermal conductivity of the simulated dielectrics (fluo-
rocarbon plasmaC2F6 (Fujii et al., 1998)) is much less than the
thermal conductivity of classical dielectrics such asSiO2.

In Table 1 is a confrontation of the partial capacitances with
and without consideration of the temperature-dependent permit-
tivity of the low-k material and the resulting error for neglecting
the temperature-dependent permittivity of the low-k material.

Figure 1. TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION WITH THE MAXIMUM TEM-

PERATURE OF 99� C AT THE BOTTOM OF THE TUNGSTEN PLUG.

Table 1. PARTIAL CAPACITANCES:

Ci j [F] Ci j
�
T � [F] Error [%]

Ground plane-Via 4.19e-16 3.98e-16 5.27

Ground plane-Line 6.83e-16 6.52e-16 4.75

Via-Line 7.21e-17 6.49e-17 11.09

CONCLUSION
We have presented an advanced method for computing par-

asitic interconnect parameters with temperature-dependent di-
electrics. Thus the program package SMART ANALYSIS PRO-
GRAMS offers highly accurate analysis of VLSI circuits with
temperature-dependent low-k materials.
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